
Early Evidence #2 

Roffman “When Did Oswald Plan to Shoot JEK?” 

e CD 395 Hosty interview with Truly Sets time when DTH on 
11/21/63 set out the motorcade route 

e The paper did not appear until after 10:30 AM on 11/21 

e Frazier testifies to WC 2H222 that Oswald asked for ride that 
day before 10:00 A.M. Date of his testimony???? Before 

Truly’s appearance. 

e Truly testifies WC on 3/24 (3H218)/ He tells Belin a 

different story—does recall workers at TSBD all excited on 

11/21 about JFK passing the building. Point: Truly could 
have been coached to change his story he told Hosty to 
nullify the import o Frazier’s previous WC testimony. 

e May 5 Hosty appeared before the WC 4H471-2 and he 
repeated the same story he laid out in his 1/17 report (CD 
329) 

e The two maps. The 11/21 and then one appeared 11/22 in 
Morning News (see Hal’s WW I for copy). . .Roffman notes 
that neither map appeared by Commission. 

Make point that Truly’s change in memory that supports the govt. 
case against Oswald not the first time. See how Givens was 
coerced into his story---see Meagher on this. Any other examples. 
Early Evidence file: FBI report on Frazier and Daughtery. . . Both 
were shaped to fit the conclusion of Oswald guilt. 

If Truly’s Hosty account is correct: Oswald comes across as an 
impulsive sociopath—spur of the moment impulse to shot the 
president. . . another authority figure like Walker, etc. 
See Warren’s disclosure to Drew Pearson. .. Had Marina not 
sexually repulsed him that night of 11/21 he might not have
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brought his rifle to work the next morning. . ..How Warren had 
locked into acceptance of the official version.x£ a 9 . 

LAL a2 
Check Marina’s testimony of Lee that night. What did he do at the 

Paines. He left no note like he allegedly did when he went after 

Walker. He almost overslept for work on 11/22; no time for 
breakfast. 

Develop the whole question re: motive. See the July trans of the 

shrinks who did a postmortem analysis of JFK’s killer. Could have 
some fun with this. Check Wrone on Oswald’s attitude toward the 
Kennedys. ... 

Develop more of the curtain rod story as a possible alternative. See 
Wrone on this also. I have Day’s report on curtain rods found in 
the warehouse. .. .See Hal’s WW for Frazier and sister’s 
description of the package Lee carried to work that day. Check also 
FBI Dallas Index under “curtains.” 
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foi Daughtery’s WC testimony. . . Check with BOT 
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